Is infant immunization by breastfeeding possible?
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Breastfeeding is known as the most efficient way to prevent infectious disease in early life. Maternal anti-microbial immunoglobulins transfer through milk confers passive immunity to the breastfed child while his immune system is maturing. Maternal milk also contains bioactive factors that will stimulate this maturation. From the literature on breastfeeding prevention of immune-mediated disease and more specifically from our experiments conducted in the field of allergic disease prevention, we propose that breastfeeding may also induce antigen-specific immune responses in the breastfed child. We found that early oral antigen exposure through breast milk leads to tolerance or immune priming depending on the nature of the antigen transferred and accompanying maternal milk cofactors. Here, we will discuss our data in the light of prevention of infectious disease and will propose that possible milk transfer of microbial antigen could affect actively the immune response in breastfed children and thereby their long-term susceptibility to infectious disease. Further research in this direction may lead to novel strategies of early life vaccination, taking advantage of the possibility to stimulate antigen-specific immune responses through breast milk.

1. Introduction

Neonates and infants are at high risk of morbidity and mortality by infectious diseases, highlighting deficient effector immune responses during this period of life. There is no doubt that breastfeeding plays a major role in infectious disease prevention, with less than half the mortality rate attributed to common infections in developing countries compared with that in the absence of breastfeeding [1,2]. Significant less morbidity from infectious disease is also reported in developed countries [1,2]. Reported mechanisms underlying such a potent effect of breastfeeding include passive immunotherapy by transfer through breast milk of maternal IgAs that are specific for mucosal respiratory and enteric pathogens, transfer of antimicrobial factors such as lactoferrin, transfer of molecules that will promote growth of protective enteric bacteria such as oligosaccharide, or of growth factors that will improve barrier function such as EGF (reviewed in [1,2]). This maternal help demonstrates the importance of mother–child interaction through breast milk for infectious disease prevention during the early life of mammals.

Increased risk of allergic disease during early life also points to a deficient immune regulation in this period of life [3–5]. We have been using a mouse model of antigen transfer through breast milk in order to understand how to stimulate immune regulation in early life by oral tolerance induction to improve allergic disease prevention. We choose to assess the immunological outcome of oral antigen administration through breast milk, but not given directly, to include in our research the analysis of the potential impact of maternal milk cofactors on neonate immune regulation. We have discovered maternal and neonate factors that will lead to tolerance or immune priming upon oral antigen administration through breast milk [6–10]. Our data generated in models of allergic disease prevention suggest that antigen transfer through breast milk may affect infant immune reactivity towards that antigen. Data generated by others in the field of autoimmunity in transplantation reach a similar conclusion (see here below). Accordingly, we propose that milk transfer of microbial antigen could affect susceptibility to infectious disease. Here, we will discuss our data in the context of existing literature.
of early life immune response, and their implications for strategies to prevent infectious disease will be presented.

2. Evidence that breastfeeding can affect actively immune response in the offspring

Evidence from human and animal studies indicates that antigen in breast milk can impact actively a child’s immune reactivity in both the short and long term. Here, we will describe briefly the evidence in the context of autoimmune disease and allograft rejection and focus on the evidence from prevention of allergic disease by breast milk.

(a) HLA antigens in breast milk and their impact on transplantation success

In addition to the HLA antigens received genetically, children are exposed to maternal non-inherited allo-antigens (NIMA) that are present in breast milk in soluble forms or expressed on milk cells [11]. Elegant studies in rodents demonstrated that transfer of NIMA from the mother to the pup in utero through breast milk favours the acceptance of heart, skin or bone marrow semi-allogeneic transplants expressing NIMA [11]. In the case of bone marrow transplant, the transfer of HLA antigen through breast milk was sufficient to prevent allo- geneic reactions. There is also evidence in humans that renal graft survival is improved when the donor expresses NIMA [11].

(b) Self-antigens in breast milk and their impact on autoimmunity

Self-antigens originating from organs other than mammary gland have been described in breast milk. These include insulin, a major auto-antigen in type 1 diabetes (T1D) [12,13]. Many studies show breastfeeding-associated protection [14,15] against T1D development, although this is not always the case [16,17]. Some authors suggest that in the absence of breastfeeding, bovine insulin present in cow’s milk generates cross-reactive immunity to human insulin [18,19]. Other reports suggest that the benefit from breastfeeding would result from tolerance induction to human insulin present in breast milk [12,13,20]. Indeed, Tiittannen et al. [12] observed that the concentration of insulin in breast milk correlated inversely with the plasma levels of IgG antibodies to bovine insulin at 6 months of age in children receiving cow’s milk formula, suggesting that insulin in breast milk is tolerogenic. This latter mechanism may, however, not be sufficient to control disease development since many genetic and environmental factors do condition T1D development, explaining the controversy on protection of T1D by breastfeeding.

(c) Allergens in breast milk and prevention of allergy

In humans, the presence of antigens in breast milk derived from maternal diet is well described, and presence of antigens from peanut, wheat and egg can be found in human milk in the range of nanograms per millilitre [21,22]. In adults, allergy prevention is classically based on allergen avoidance. This approach has been extended to the fetus and infants by promoting the avoidance of allergen exposure during pregnancy, lactation and the first years of life. In addition, the rare (less than 0.5%) but nevertheless well-reported cases of food allergy in exclusively breastfed children supported these recommendations [23]. However, such strategy has not yielded the expected results as food allergy has continued to rise over the last decade and prospective studies assessing allergen avoidance have failed to show a significant long-term reduction in food allergy rates [22,24,25]. However, there is no direct correlation between maternal food antigen intake and their concentrations in breast milk [26]. Therefore, from avoidance recommendation, one cannot predict the levels of food antigens in breast milk and the potential impact on allergy exacerbation or prevention or on immune response in the breastfed child.

Animal studies, where a strict control of antigen administration through breast milk and of confounding factors is possible, have clearly demonstrated that the breast milk-mediated transfer of an antigen could prevent antigen-specific immune responses [7,10,27–29] and allergic disease development in rodents [7,10,30,31]. We analysed the mechanisms of breastfeeding-induced tolerance in a mouse model of egg antigen transfer through breast milk, during the whole lactation period. We found that protection was antigen specific and could be transferred to naïve mice by the injection of CD4 T lymphocytes from adult mice that had received ovalbumin (OVA) in early life, demonstrating that active immune suppression had been induced in the long term by antigen transferred through breast milk [10]. We further demonstrated that FoxP3 regulatory T cells (Tregs) were not involved in this process of immune regulation since Tregs depletion in adult mice that had received OVA in early life had no impact on their protection [10]. This result was very surprising in view of the significant body of publications showing the role of Tregs in oral tolerance induction in adult mice [32], and the precise mechanisms of protection induced in early life remained unknown [10]. Recently, we demonstrated that soluble OVA transfer through breast milk induced long-term prevention of allergy by induction of T helper type 1 (Th1) cells [33]. Importantly, we also demonstrated that, in contrast to the adult where the sole administration of an antigen is sufficient for tolerance induction, maternal milk transforming growth factor (TGF)-β was required to induce tolerance in offspring to antigen administered through breast milk [7,10]. More recently, we also found that maternal milk-derived vitamin A was key to neonatal gut permeability and immune system maturation, two necessary events for optimal induction of Th1 immune response upon OVA antigen administration in early life. These observations highlight that maternal–child complementarity is also necessary for induction of immune response in early life.

In order to delineate how maternal immune status may affect neonates’ immune response to milk-transferred antigen, we also studied impact of OVA transfer through breast milk of immunized mothers. In this case, and in contrast to soluble antigen, we found that this protocol resulted in tolerance induction mediated by regulatory T lymphocytes expressing Foxp3 [7]. We demonstrated that potent induction of Foxp3 Tregs by this protocol resulted from improved transfer of OVA bound to maternal-specific IgG across the neonate gut barrier by the use of neonatal FcR receptor (FcRn), an IgG binding receptor that was shown to be critical for transfer of IgG from mother to young across placental and gut barriers [34,35]. OVA–IgG immune complexes were also better presented to T lymphocytes by dendritic cells (DCs) than soluble OVA [7]. Inhibitory FcgRIIb was not necessary for
tolerance induction and OVA-specific IgA played no role in the observed protection [7].

To summarize, we found that, in a mouse model of OVA transfer through breast milk, breastfeeding could actively shape the immune response of the offspring and affect its long-term susceptibility to allergic disease. Importantly, induction of immune response to antigen transferred through breast milk was strictly dependent on maternal milk cofactors such as TGF-β, vitamin A and IgG. Moreover, these cofactors conditioned the type of immune response induced in offspring: Th1 (OVA and TGF-β or vitamin A) or Foxp3 Tregs (OVA and IgG).

In order to understand how breastfeeding could affect respiratory allergies risk in some cases but not in others [36–38], we then hypothesized that respiratory allergy may be transferred through breast milk like dietary antigen and, in the presence of certain cofactors, induce immune tolerance and prevent development of respiratory allergic disease in breastfed children [6–10]. We found that mice exposure to respiratory antigen resulted indeed in the presence of the antigen in breast milk [6,7,10], and more importantly, we could detect respiratory antigen, house dust mite (HDM) Dermatophagoides Pteronyssinus (Der p) 1, in human milk from various regions of the world [6]. Looking at literature in rodents can explain this observation. A total of 2–4% of antigen is found in the lung and 65–80% in the digestive tract 1–2 h after aerosol antigen exposure [39,40]. Therefore, although some airborne antigens penetrate into the distal alveoli, the bulk of inhaled antigen is found in the gut. Indeed, inhaled antigens are either trapped in the nasal passage or swallowed or deposited in the lung and cleared by the mucociliary escalator to the digestive tract [39,40]. The presence of airborne antigens in milk most probably results from the transfer of antigen from the airways to the mammary gland, mainly through the gut and, for a small proportion, through the alveolar–capillary barrier of the lung. While we showed that OVA administration through breast milk resulted in prevention of allergic disease, either by Th1 differentiation in the case of soluble OVA [10] or by Foxp3 Tregs differentiation in the case of OVA in immune complexes [7], oral early exposure to HDM antigens through breath milk resulted in increased allergic sensitization in the progeny even though TGF-β and maternal antibodies were present in milk [6]. There are some important biological and functional differences between OVA and HDM antigens that could explain these observations. Multiple natural adjuvant properties of HDM are thought to be responsible for their allergenicity and have been well studied in the case of Der p [41]. Adjuvant properties of Der p antigens have been attributed to their specific molecules that are able to activate the innate immune system, including proteases such as cysteine (Der p1) and serine protease (Der p3 and Der p6) that have been shown to disrupt respiratory epithelial tight junctions and activate protease-activated receptors and molecule analogues to MD2 involved in LPS signal transduction (Der p2). In addition to mite allergen found mainly in their faecal pellets, components of the mite exoskeleton such as chitin and from Gram-negative bacteria found in Der p extract such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) also activate the innate immune system. In conclusion, our data highlight that, although milk is usually considered as anti-inflammatory [1,2], transfer of antigen with adjuvant properties can stimulate effector immune response which will persist in the long term.

3. Could breastfeeding immunize infant to microbes?

Possible maternal–child infectious agent transfer through breast milk has been studied with care and child infection by breast milk-mediated transmission of human immunodeficiency virus, human T-lymphotropic virus type 1, cytomegalovirus, hepatitis B and group B streptococcus is reported (reviewed in [42]). What is striking from these studies is that, although high loads of microbe can be found in breast milk, the risk of disease transmission remains rare [42]. Publications demonstrated that maternal milk factors such as IgA, lactoferrin, lymphocytes, lipase and oligosaccharides, were involved in decreased microbe infectivity (reviewed in [1]). According to our observations in the mouse model of antigen transfer, we think it would be worth also looking at both cell mediates and antibody immune response induced in the breastfed child exposed to microbes through breast milk, and compare rates of disease transmission.

The search for the presence of microbial antigens in breast milk is poorly documented, and more particularly in the case of maternal infection without evidence of disease transmission to the infant. Hepatitis B surface antigen in breast milk is reported as present in breast milk [42], but its possible impact on child-specific immune reactivity has not been investigated to our knowledge. The possible impact of microbial antigen transfer through milk on child-specific immune reactivity towards subsequent microbial infection or vaccine strengthens the necessity to search for the presence of microbial antigens in breast milk even though culture or detection of microbial DNA or RNA do not demonstrate the presence of the microbe itself.

Maternal vaccination during late pregnancy has been encouraged in the past few years in order to increase infant IgG levels to specific pathogens and protect them passively until they can mount an efficient active immune response by vaccination [43]. A possible drawback put forward by this approach is that maternal antibodies impede efficient vaccination because of epitope masking or induction of inhibitory response [43,44]. We propose that maternal IgG could also be considered as a strong adjuvant for induction of effector immune response to microbial antigens present in breast milk. As described here above, we found that antigen–IgG immune complexes in breast milk were potent inducers of regulatory T lymphocytes [7]. Others found that upon antigen or pathogen oral exposure in the presence of serum-specific IgG [45–47], antigen-immune complexes allowed a better transfer of antigen across gut barrier, targeting mesenteric lymph node DCs and resulting in stronger induction of effector immune responses in an FcRn-dependent manner [45,46]. In those studies, specific IgG were present in serum and found to be transported from the baso-lateral side to the apical side of the gut epithelium, and then they retro-transported antigen into the lamina propria for processing by DCs and presentation to CD4 T lymphocytes. These data imply that not only milk IgG but also maternal-derived infant serum IgG found in children from immunized mothers could strongly stimulate immune response to microbes or microbial antigens present in present milk. In mice, FcRn expression in the gut is restricted to the first two weeks of life, but in humans this expression remains lifelong [34,35]. However, the possible transfer of milk IgG or, retro-transfer of maternal-derived infant serum IgG via the FcRn in humans is unknown and would require investigation. An important point to solve is to determine which factors will favour the induction of effector instead of regulatory immune responses towards maternal
IgG–antigen immune complexes. Immunoglobulin sialylation has been extensively studied as a factor modulating immune outcome [48]. Reports have associated anti-inflammatory properties of IgG to the presence of galactose and sialic acid and their binding to specific glucan receptors such as DC-SIGN (or SIGN-R1 in mice) [48] or DC immunoreceptors responsible for tolerogenic immune response [49]. It was also showed that IgG sialylation decreased with inflammation, favouring effector immune response. In this context, maternal IgG sialylation during pregnancy is worth being investigated and one report indicated that pregnancy may be associated with increased galactosylation and thus induction of anti-inflammatory responses [50]. However, others have not confirmed a role for sialylation in the anti-inflammatory properties of IgG [51] and other factors, such as ratio of antigen to IgG [44,52], FcγR engaged and DC subpopulation targeted [53,54], and the presence of cofactors activating innate immune responses certainly play a role in immune outcome towards immune complexes formed in early life. Conditions of maternal immunization that may affect antibody sialylation and of child vaccination that may affect DC targeting and activation are to us a key factor to look at to improve vaccination success in early life.

Finally, we may also take advantage of our observation in the model of HDM antigen transfer through breast milk and the understanding of the precise mechanisms by which HDM antigens are able to prime the immune system in early life, which may be important for the design of oral vaccine in early life. From our observations, we would also envisage that nasal vaccination of breastfeeding mothers may result in the presence of microbial antigen in their breast milk and thereby affect their child’s immune reactivity.

4. Conclusion and perspectives

Here, we have reviewed some of the possible immunological outcomes upon early oral exposure to antigen through breast milk. We found that, according to maternal immune status, vitamin A in diet and TGF-β milk content, and according to the nature of the antigen found in breast milk, Th1, Th2 or regulatory immune responses could be induced in the long term in breastfed offspring (figure 1). We believe that these data should strongly encourage the development of research on the possibility to immunize children through maternal milk and confer them long-term protection from infectious disease.
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